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Nothing seems to go to plan. The
two Dragons featured below have
been held up and will be shipping
next week (16th April). Pictured right
is`Patti Panda` a new piece, she is
3.75 inches and limited to 50 and is
shipping now. Below is `Think` who
absolutely
Think
refused to wear
the purple body
suit and insisted on this
turquoise blue..
He is limited to
60 pieces and
shipping now.

Scrambles

Carnation

Patti Panda le 50 3.75 in

`Lucky` wasn`t so
Lucky because he
wont be shipping till
the end of April.

Lucky

`Jelly Bean` is a limited edition of 30 exclusive
to `Fairytales`. To order contact Fairytales at
RJTales@aol.com
Please note the little yellow duck has beaded
`swingy` legs—not jointed. He is very cute
though.

Shopatron
I am adding to the website next week—an online store—supported by
Shopatron. You need to understand that this website store means that
you can buy your product by simply pressing the purchase button—through
the Shopatron system. The piece will then be sent to you by a store that
has it in stock (NOT ME!!!!). It is a system used by many other manufacturers such as Steiff, Gund and one of my favorite puppet companies. You
cannot chose which store sends to you (it should be the nearest that has it
in stock) so if you have a store you always buy from you may prefer to
continue to purchase through them.
If you do not have a local store then you will love this method and perhaps
through it you will find some of our great retailers.
If you purchase from the UK or Germany it will be shipped to you by an
American store because at this time we only have American Shopatron—
but if it works well we will make the same arrangement in Europe as they
are just putting together a UK Shopatron. To avoid customs and shipping
you probably prefer to buy from your European stores.
There will be a special competition to celebrate the launch on the Message board as from next Wednesday 16th April…

These three little bears are new to the Dolls
House range and measure 1.4 inches. The
are `Wilbur`white, `Robin` red, and `Bert`
blue. I kept the names simple and matched
the first letter to their color!!! To make it easier. We have a few more new dollshouse
pieces coming in a couple of months.

`Fumble and Flip` were part of the April ~Tea
Party. `Flip` was a free gift (little rabbit) for
everyone who participated. `Fumble` the Debs
Little Gem piece was available to purchase if
you participated in the event and he was limited
To 50 and we may have one left…. As of this
minute.
The Tea Party Packages are shipping on the
8th and 9th April…. There are competition and
the opportunity to win more prizes..
Fairy Collection
These are the last three of the Fairy collection. They measure 3.75 inches
and are each limited to 50. They are in stock and shipping.
November Fairy

February Fairy

September Fairy

Finally, a Happy Easter to everyone. I have the best Easter present. I
have my oldest son returning from Iraq this month for a couple of weeks so
I am very excited about that… cannot wait to hug him!!!
I am working on the Club Pieces for Club Year 11 which starts on the 1st
June… I also have a number of Deb`s Little Gem`s and Dollshouse pieces
coming soon.
I am also working on the Convention pieces to 2009 for our convention in
Tampa in September. Remember you do not have to attend, we try to
make it possible for everyone to participate wherever they are..
I just wanted to include the Year 9 club pieces exclusive to Year 9 members. Everyone leaves it till the last minute to order and sometimes we run
out of stock ...thats problematical because we are already making the
pieces for the next Club Year—so please help us by getting your Club
orders in a bit earlier...if at all possible…...

Tuff Knutts

Flame
Anniversary Cake

Melissa

Celebrate

